


I "Any blade should be Rockwell tested at several different points." 

Autlsor's note: The technical informa- it is or if it's been hardened unifomlv 
thk  ill the following is based on across its le&gth, width or thickness. 
Bundrmentd8 of Rockwell Hardness 
TasSfng published by Wilson {astru- Teatiag Hardness 
Men@ a divbion of Imtron C w . ,  and Curiously, hardma is not an idherent 
from the Metals Handbook publlrhed property of any-material, particularly 

I by fie Arnerkgn S o c i e ~  jbr Metals, not the indentadon hardness measured 
by modern te&tiag instruments. The 

fe manufacturers and Metals Haadbook defines hardness as 
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to hold the edge unde 

reverse is true. The 
steel should be high 
carbon and extremely 
hard-as high as the 
low 60s. The resulting 
blades should hold 

a Iltlaterial thar's el 

modern versions 

For instance, ATS-34 
and 154-CM are 440-C 
"with a little molybde- 
num added" for 

hereas 440-C at 



Know r( 1 either 60, 100 or 150 kgf, again 
depending on the scale. Third, the 

the test takes five to 10 seconds. An 
automatic tester, built into an assem- 
bly line, can test parts and sort them 
by hardness in about one second per 
Part- 

After the piece is placed in the 
Rockwell tester, the hardness test 
itself involves four steps. First, the 
penetrator (either a diamond Bralea 
or a hardened steel ball, depending on 
the scale) is applied to the spot being 
tested under a minor load of 10 kilo- 
grams of force (kgf). This load can be 
applied with springs o r  with 
compressed air. [Brale is Wilson 
Instrument's designaJion for a 
diamond penetrator with a conical 
shape, an included angle of 120". and a 
spherical tip with a radius of 0.200 
mm.1 

Second, the major load is applied to 
the penetrator. This major load is 

mijor lo& is removed, leaving the 
minor load in place. 

Fourth, the penetration under the 
major load is measured, and this meas- 
urement is converted reciprocally and 
automatically into a Rockwell hard- 
ness number. The smaller the 
penetration, the greater the hardness 
and the higher the Rockyell number. 
One Rockwell number represents a 
penetration of 0.002 millimeter 
(0.000080 inch, i.~., eight one-hundred- 
thousandths af etq inch), Thus, the 
penetratar wodd!ttLa&e an indentation 
0.006 mm largqw $nu& blade with a 
hardness of RC,% !&an it would in a 
blade with a hs$n$g of RC 61. The 
actual indenti@>wm a hardened steel 

, E@action of a milli- 

The reason &$$ppIying the minor 
load before .t&,q#@ measurement is 
to improve pt&&@.B@he minor load 

y I '"~;"  

"Most good sport 
knives test around RC 

flattens any surface imperfections or 
distortions at the point of testing, 
allowing for accuracy and repeatability 
of measurements. 

The C S d e  
The scale used for testing the hardness 
of knife blades and other hardened 
steel items is the Rockwell C scale. 
Tests employing the C scale use the 
diamond Brale and the full 150 kgf 
major load. The theoretical maximum 
hardness is infinity, which would be 
100 on the Rockwell C scale. Infinite 
hardness is of course impossible, and 
few substances test very much over 
RC 70. The range of hardness for func- 
tional knife blades is mainly between 
about RC 50 and RC 63. Most good 
mort knives test around RC 58 to RC 
6j. Blades toward the high end of this I range tend to be good at edge holding, 
but very difficult to resharpen. Blades 
toward the lower end are easier to 

and eye, should be tested at several 

: surface hardness test. It cannot reveal 
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